
LESSON PLAN 2024/2025 
 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE YEAR 3 

CEFR 

 
DAY  CLASS   

TIME  DATE   

TOPIC Module 7 - Out and about 

THEME World of Self, Family and Friends 
 

OBJECTIVE By the end of the lesson, most of the pupils will be able to  
-Understand with support specific information and details of short simple 

texts 
-Guess the meaning of unfamiliar words by using visual clues when a 
teacher or classmate is speaking 

ACTIVITY  
  
  
  

Pre-lesson 

1. Pre-Lesson Task 1: Work Out The Words - that focuses on new 
vocabulary. 
  
Lesson delivery 

2. Ask pupils to close their eyes and imagine. Give directions from school to 
a place in your local area that pupils will know (e.g. a mosque or a shop), but 
do not tell them where they are going.  
3. Have pupils listen and follow your directions in their mind. They should tell 
you where they are, where you took them. If/when pupils get confused, ask 
them to open their eyes and watch you mime as you speak. Repeat once or 
twice, making it simpler or more complicated according to the reactions and 
level of understanding of your pupils. 
4. Pupils listen to the audio and write the phrases on board. 
5. Review the key prepositions and vocabulary that you have noticed is new 
or difficult for pupils by playing a group or whole class game. 
6. Pupils listen to the song again. Then sing together.  
7. Pupils can practice and sing the song in group. 
  
Post-lesson 
8.  Use some phrases from the song to play a mime game 

REFLECTION Attendance :        /  
 
 __  / ___  pupils able to achieve LO and given enrichment exercise (s). 
 __  / ___  pupils not able to achieve LO and given remedial exercise(s). 
 
Strength of the lesson : 
Weaknesses of the lesson : 
Lesson is postponed due to :  
 

 Meeting  Sick Leave ( MC ) 

 Course  Other :  

 CRK  
 

 


